
Imaginative diagrams

Yakov's circle drawn through the three corners of the triangle shows
us that the perpendicular bisectors of any two sides, say AB and AC,
meet at the centre of the circle. Therefore all the perpendicular
bisectors meet at the centre of the circle.

(You need to know that there is a circle through any three points not
all on the same straight line. But you can assume that for STEP, and
anyway it is easy to prove).

Yakov's diagram is not just a neat way of assembling our information.
Thanks to imagination (drawing in the circle) it enables us to see the
problem in a different way: as one not so much about a triangle as
about three points on a circle.

 

With Milly's three right-angled triangles (shown here in
purple, red and green), she only has to use Pythagoras
in each triangle, and the result falls out:

1/√a + 1/√b = 1/√c 

By use of imagination, the diagram transforms the
problem from one about three circles to one about three
right-angled triangles.



Mathematicians differ in the way they do maths. Some
don't find imaginative diagrams specially useful. A few
even actively oppose the use of diagrams. The page on
the right is from Dieudonné's Foundations of Modern
Analysis, which notoriously has not a single diagram
anywhere in it.



But most mathematicians find diagrams very useful.

The page on the right is from Miles Reid's book on
algebraic geometry, a subject offered as a third-year
option by big university maths departments.

Notice that the diagram has used imagination: there is
infinity, right in the middle of the page! And the
argument uses pictorial imagery: cut the space, open
up the slits, glue bits together.

Despite Dieudonné's opposition to diagrams, even his
argument uses pictorial imagery: loop, circuit, road,
ball.


